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Every 
Dive 
Counts

Paralenz – An Ocean Company

Paralenz develops underwater cameras, gear, and technology that enable everyone to easily 

capture and share breathtaking Ocean footage with a dedicated, global community.

Under the surface, there is much more to Paralenz. At the core of our brand, we are an 

Ocean company. As such, we firmly believe that our common playground is also our  

shared responsibility. It is an essential part of our business to enable and inspire people to  

experience the Ocean in all its facets and speak out for the Ocean in a way that fits their 

lifestyle.

This passion for the Ocean that we share with our customers is the blue thread that directs 

our products’ development. It guides us in designing our cameras, gear and the way we work 

to enable our customers to make a real impact via our Paralenz App. 

All of our products are meticulously designed for people that seek out the Ocean as a place 

to fulfill their longing for fun, adventure, exploration, or the pure joy of feeling weightless 

underwater. 

No matter if you are a scuba diver, tech diver, or free diver a surfer, snorkeler, or just love 

to get your feet wet. If your destination is the Ocean, our products offer the best possible 

recording experience for beginners and advanced video- and photographers.

Your dives are your impact

With every dive recording you share through our Paralenz App, you also share valuable 

Ocean data with our partners. This data is logged while recording your dive and consists 

of depth, temperature, salinity, and location measurements. These data sets help marine 

scientists and conservationists to make better predictions about future developments and 

well-founded recommendations to governments and the private sector.

Join the next generation of divers and make every dive count.
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Vaquita  
Benefits

VAQUITA BENEFITS

Durable

• Long lasting battery time (up to 3+ hours)

• Made from marine-grade aluminum for additional protection against water

• Easy to maintain – just wash off with fresh water after usage

Intelligent

• Auto DCC -  Depth controlled color

• Logs depth, temperature, conductivity and location (GPS)

• Auto record - automatically starts recording at a custom depth

Easy to use

• Point & shoot with live view on OLED display

• Vibration feedback while handling the camera

• Compatible with dive gloves

Explore differently

• TheOceanBase - share Ocean data with every dive

• Organises dive footage in the app

• Access more app features like dive log, media library, editing and sharing

Made for the Ocean

• Dive down to 350m - no housing needed 

• Hydrodynamic design and form factor 

• Multiple mounting options through additional accessories
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Video Resolution 4K/60 fps - 2.7K/60 fps - 
1080p/240 fps

4K/30 fps - 2.7K/60 fps - 
1080p/60 fps

5K/30 fps - 4K/60 fps - 2.7K/120 
fps - 1080p/240 fps

4K/30 fps - 1080p/60 fps

Product Paralenz Vaquita Paralenz DiveCamera+ Gopro 9 Olympus TG-6

Display 0.95 inch true color OLED, live view OLED data LCD - Touch screen, live preview  3inch color LCD

Photo Resolution 12 MP / Wide: 10MP 8 MP 20 MP 12 MP

Battery Life/Recharge 1080p 30/60fps 180/120mins
2.7K 30/60fps 105/90mins
4K 30/60fps 95/65mins

3.5+ hrs / 1 hr 2+ hrs / 4 hrs 29 min. / 2.5 hrs

Depth Rating 350 m / 1150 ft 250 m / 850 ft 10 m / 33 ft 15 m / 50 ft

Color Correction Auto DCC  
- Depth Controlled Color

DCC  
- Depth Controlled Color

AW - Normal white balance + 
External filters

3 different depth modes +  
External filters

Housing Durable marine-grade aluminum Durable marine-grade aluminum Plastic (add-on) Plastic (add-on)

Image Stabilization EIS EIS Hypersmooth Sensor Shift

FOV 90 0 offers low-light performance 120 0 Wide 80 0

Weight 240 g (100 g below water) 155 g 158 g 253 g

Size 128 x 40 x 43 mm / 5 x 1.5 x 1.7“ 116 x 35 x 38 mm / 4.5 x 1.4 x 1.5” 71 x 55 x 33.6 mm / 2.7 x 2.1 x 1.4“ 113 x 66 x 32 mm / 4.5 x 2.6 x 1.3”

Integrated GPS Sensor Yes No Yes Yes

CAMERAS COMPARED

Additional Features Depth/temperature in-video  
overlay, dive-log

Depth/temperature in-video  
overlay, dive-log

Voice controlled, built in  
mounting, scheduled capture

-
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What’s in the box? 

1x Paralenz Vaquita 

1x Click Mount 

1x USB-C Cable

1x Travel Bag

3x Extra O-Ring

Paralenz Vaquita

What’s in the box? 

1x Lens Cover

Lens Cover

PARALENZ VAQUITA GEAR
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What’s in the box? 

1x Fixed Mount

1x Allen Key

Fixed Mount

What’s in the box?

1x Ball Mount

1x Click Mount

1x Fixed Mount

2x Allen Keys

Mount Bundle

PARALENZ VAQUITA GEAR
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What’s in the box?

1x Telescopic Pole

2x Floaters

1x BCD Mounting Hook With Cord 

4x Floater Mounts

3rd Person Viewer Adjustable Mask Mount

What’s in the box?

1x Adjustable Mask Mount 

1x Click Mount

1x Neoprene Sleeve 

PARALENZ VAQUITA GEAR
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Fixed MountMount Bundle

Ajustable Mask Mount

Lens Cover

PARALENZ VAQUITA GEAR

3rd Person Viewer
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Lock rings

Rear 
glass

O-ring

OLED display

Quick connector 
ring

O-ring

GPS sensor

Activation switch

End capCamera body

Front glass

Lens lock ring

Marine grade  
aluminum

Marine  
grade  

aluminum

Nitrile 
rubber

Nitrile 
rubber

Marine grade aluminum Polycarbonate

Scratch-resistant
Japanese Glass

Scratch-resistant
Japanese Glass

Marine grade  
aluminum

Marine grade  
aluminum

Selector ring

Magnetic slider ring

CUSTOM MADE PARTS
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THE APP

The Paralenz 
App

Updating Firmware 

Update the newest camera firmware 

directly from the App

Transfer footage 

Transfer your recorded Paralenz footage 

easily from your camera to the App

Organize footage 

Organize all your dive footage and 

additional information around your dive 

with our intelligent dive log

Explore new destinations  

View dive footage from divers worldwide 

and get inspired for your next dive trip

Create stories 

Use your footage to create beautiful 

stories with our editing tool and share 

them with the world

As divers, we know that technology shouldn’t steal the attention from your 

diving experience – it should complement it. By connecting your Paralenz 

Vaquita with our free Paralenz app, you gain access to a wide range of 

additional features to benefit your recordings.
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THEOCEANBASE

The  
OceanBase

Join the community to inspire and get inspired

“TheOceanBase” is a feature in the Paralenz App where you can share your dive 

footage as stories with like-minded people worldwide – think Instagram or Facebook 

Stories! 

When you share your footage, it appears as a dot on a world map. Others can now 

get inspired by your footage and might want to add that location to their bucket list. 

If you’re in need for new inspiration, have a look at other people’s dives. Our goal is 

to create a community of Ocean lovers that inspire and get inspired by sharing their 

experiences.

Your impact is just a share away

With TheOceanBase, it has never been easier to directly impact the well-being of 

the Ocean by doing what you love. With every dive recording you share through 

our Paralenz App, you also share valuable Ocean data to our partners. This data is 

logged while you are recording your dive and consists of depth, temperature, 

salinity, and location measurements.

In large amounts, these data sets help marine scientists and conservationists 

to make better predictions about future developments and well-founded 

recommendations to governments and the private sector.
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DCC - DEPTH CONTROLLED COLOR

DCC Off 

When the DCC is turned off the 

camera does not color grade footage 

according to your current depth.

DCC On 

With DCC turned on the camera 

automatically adjust the colors to your 

current depth - no filters needed.




